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Refroidissement	et	condensa=on	de	Bose-Einstein	

Refroidissement	lumineux	(mélasses	op=ques)	+	évapora=on	
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Température	ambiante	
300	Kelvins	

Le	microkelvin,		
voire	en	dessous	

Cours	2014-15	

Si	le	gaz	est	assez	dense,	on	observe	le	phénomène	de	condensa=on		
pour	des	atomes	régis	par	la	sta=s=que	de	Bose-Einstein		
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Cohérence	et	superfluidité	

Cohérence	:	conséquence	directe	de	la	condensa=on	

Superfluidité	:	conséquence	de	la	condensa=on	et	des	interac=ons	entre	atomes	

3	

Accumula/on	d’atomes	dans	un	état	donné	:	onde	de	ma/ère	macroscopique	

MIT	

Absence	de	chauffage	quand	le	gaz	est	traversé	par	une	impureté	mobile	

Existence	de	courants	permanents	métastables	

«	Rigidité	»	du	fluide	que	l’on	cherche	à	meEre	en	mouvement		



Le	cours	de	ceYe	année	

Nous	étudierons	uniquement	le	cas	de	bosons	«	sans	spin	»	:		
nous	n’aborderons	pas	le	cas	des	fermions,	ni	des	mélanges	bosons-fermions		

Systèmes	homogènes	
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Modèle	à	deux	fluides		
Equa=on	de	Gross-Pitaevskii	
Formalisme	de	Bogoliubov	
Critère	de	Landau					

Gaz	sur	réseau	

Instabilité	dynamique	
Transi=on	vers	un	état	isolant	
Ansatz	de	Gutzwiller	
Transi=on	de	phase	quan=que	et	mode	de	Higgs	
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Sta<s<que	de	Bose-Einstein	et	condensa<on		
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Le	but	de	ce	premier	cours	

Un	problème	simple	:	quel	est	l’état	d’équilibre	d’un	gaz	parfait		
dont	les	composants	sont	iden=ques	?	
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De	Boltzmann	à	Bose	&	Einstein		

La	condensa=on	du	gaz	parfait	

Au	delà	du	gaz	parfait		

Une	nouvelle	sta=s=que,	régie	par	l’émission	s=mulée	

Système	de	taille	finie	et	satura=on	des	états	excités,	limite	thermodynamique	

Ordre	à	longue	portée	et	critère	de	Penrose	&	Onsager	



Bose	(1924)	et	le	rayonnement	du	corps	noir	

LeAre	de	Bose	à	Einstein	:	
In	all	cases	it	appears	to	me	that	the	deriva=ons		
have	not	been	sufficiently	jus=fied	from	a	logical		
point	of	view.	As	opposed	to	these	the	light		
quantum	hypothesis	combined	with	sta=s=cal		
mechanics	…appears	sufficient	for	the	deriva=on		
of	the	law	independent	of	classical	theory.	
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Bose	propose	une	nouvelle	manière	pour	compter	les	modes	du	champ		
électromagné=que,	en	divisant	l’espace	des	phases	en	cellules	de	taille	h3		
et	en	évaluant	le	nombre	de	façons	de	placer	les	quanta	de	lumière	dans		
ces	cellules.	
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•  Nombre	de	photons	non	conservé	

•  Dénombrement	fait	pour	répondre	à	la	ques=on		
											«	Combien	de	par=cules	dans	une	cellule	donnée?	»	au	lieu	de		
											«	Quelles	par=cules	dans	une	cellule	donnée	?	»	
	
•  Cellules	indépendantes,	mais	on	perd	l’indépendance	sta=s=que	des	par=cules	

Idées	essen<elles	(mais	implicites)	[Pais	1979]:	

Les	trois	idées	essen<elles	du	travail	de	Bose	



Einstein	1924-25	

«	Note	du	traducteur	:		
Je	considère	que	la	dériva=on	de	la	formule	de	Planck	par	Bose	cons=tue		
une	avancée	importante.	La	méthode	u=lisée	ici	conduit	également	à	une		
théorie	du	gaz	parfait	quan=que,	que	je	discuterai	en	détail	ailleurs.	»	
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Mais	aussi	dans	une	leAre	à	Ehrenfest:	
«	La	dériva=on	de	Bose	est	élégante,	mais	son	essence	demeure	obscure	»	

Remarque	de	Bose	(cité	par	Pais):	
«	I	had	no	idea	that	what	I	had	done	was	really	novel…	I	was	not	a	sta=s=cian		
			to	the	extent	of	really	knowing	that	I	was	doing	something	that	was	really	
			different	from	what	Boltzmann	would	have	done	from	Boltzmann	sta=s=cs.”	



Einstein	1924-25	

Un	problème	de	dénombrement	:	combien	de	façons	de	meYre	N	par=cules	dans	M	boîtes	?	
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Prenons	N=3	par=cules	et	M=2	boîtes	:	

1		2	

1		3	

2		3	

3	

2	

1	

1		2		3	

1		2		3	

1		2	

1	

2	

3	

2		3	

3		1	

Boltzmann:	8=23		 ! MN Bose-Einstein	:	

Sta=s=que	de	BE:	
revient	à	compter	le	
nombre	de	posi=ons	pour	
les	cloisons	intermédiaires:	

4 ! (N +M � 1)!

N ! (M � 1)!



Vers	le	condensat	

Ce	nouveau	comptage	favorise	les	états	«	condensés	»		
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N	par=cules	à	répar=r	entre	deux	boîtes	A	et	B	

Boltzmann	:	une	chance	sur	deux	par	par=cule	

Quelle	est	la	probabilité	d’avoir	toutes	les	par=cules	dans	la	boîte	A	?	

p =
1

2N

Bose-Einstein	:	une	cloison	intermédiaire	à	posi=onner	parmi	N + 1	cases	possibles		

p =
1

N + 1

exponen/ellement	pe/t	

La	différence	entre	sta/s/que	de	Boltzmann	et	sta/s/que	de	Bose-Einstein	«	exprime		
de	manière	indirecte	une	certaine	hypothèse	sur	une	influence	mutuelle	des	molécules		
qui	reste	pour	le	moment	d'une	nature	mystérieuse	»	

Perte	de	«	l’indépendance	»	entre	par<cules	?	Echange	entre	Einstein	et	Schrödinger	:		



A	quel	type	de	par=cules	appliquer	ce	comptage	?	

Einstein	1925	:	«		il	y	a	un	cas	où	la	nature	a	peut-être	réalisé,	pour	l’essen=el,		
le	gaz	parfait	saturé	:	c’est	celui	des	électrons	de	conduc=on	d’un	métal	»	
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Dirac	1926	:		«	The	solu=on	with	symmetrical	eigenfunc=ons	must	be	the	correct	one	
when	applied	to	light	quanta,	since	it	is	known	that	the	Einstein—Bose	sta=s=cal	
mechanics	leads	to	Planck's	law	of	black-body	radia=on.	The	solu=on	with	an=symmetrical	
eigenfunc=ons,	though,	is	probably	the	correct	one	for	gas	molecules,	since	it	is	known	to	
be	the	correct	one	for	electrons	in	an	atom,	and	one	would	expect	molecules	to	resemble	
electrons	more	closely	than	light	quanta.	»		

Les	atomes	sont	des	objets	composites	et	leur	sta=s=que		
(Bose-Einstein	ou	Fermi-Dirac)	dépend	de	leur	spin	total	(en=er	ou	demi-en=er)		

atome	neutre	:		Z	électrons	+	Z	protons	+	Nn	neutrons	

Bosons	:	nombre	pair	de	neutrons									Fermions	:	nombre	impair	de	neutrons		



La	loi	sta=s=que	de	Bose-Einstein	pour	un	gaz	parfait	
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On	va	jus=fier	ici	ceYe	loi	à	par=r	de	:	
•  l’émission	s=mulée	
•  une	équa=on	bilan	pour	les	collisions	binaires	

E0

Ej 	Hamiltonien	à	une	par=cule	:		
on	connaît	ses	états	propres									et	ses	énergies	propres		Ej j

Le	nombre	moyen	de	par=cules	occupant	l’état										s’écrit	en	fonc=on	
de	la	température							et	du	poten=el	chimique		T µ

 j

Nj =
1

e(Ej�µ)/kBT � 1



L’émission	s=mulée	
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On	suppose	qu’une	par=cule	peut	passer	de	l’état										à	l’état									sous	l’effet	d’une		
perturba=on	donnée.	Que	se	passe-t-il	si	l’état										est	déjà	occupé	par	N	par=cules	?					

|�ki |�li
|�li

|�ki

|�li

|�ki

|�li

N

N + 1

|vkl|2 = |h�k|v̂|�li|2
probabilité	propor=onnelle	à	

| ii =
1p

N + 1

⇣
|1 : �k ; 2 : �l ; . . . ; N : �l ; N + 1 : �li

+ |1 : �l ; 2 : �k ; . . . ; N : �l ; N + 1 : �li+ . . .

+ |1 : �l ; 2 : �l ; . . . ; N : �l ; N + 1 : �ki
⌘

| fi = |1 : �l ; 2 : �l ; . . . ; N : �l ; N + 1 : �li

|Vif |2 = |h i|V̂ | fi|2 = (N + 1) |vkl|2ce	qui	conduit	à	:	



Donc	:																																																										avec	

Bilan	détaillé	pour	une	collision	(Boltzmann)	

On	se	donne	des	états	à	une	par=cule															.	Les	collisions	qui	conduisent		
à	l’équilibre	thermique	sont	du	type:	
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On	suppose	que	l’occupa=on	moyenne	ne	dépend	que	de	l’énergie	:	

j1, j2

j1 + j2 ⌦ j3 + j4 si E1 + E2 = E3 + E4

Sta=s=que	de	Boltzmann	:	équilibre	si		Nj1 Nj2 = Nj3 Nj4

Nj = N(Ej)

La	fonc=on													doit	donc	vérifier	la	propriété	mathéma=que	suivante	

N(E1) N(E2) = N(E3) N(E4) si E1 + E2 = E3 + E4

N(E)

Solu<on	:	on	pose																																						et	on	a	donc		g(E) = log [N(E)] g(E1) + g(E2) = g(E3) + g(E4)

Seules	les	fonc=ons	affines																																ont	ceYe	propriété		g(E) = aE + b

kBT = �1/a µ = �b/aN(E) = eaE+b ⌘ e(µ�E)/kBT



On	reprend	la	même	collision	en	prenant	en	compte	l’émission	s=mulée	
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On	pose	ceYe	fois-ci																																													et	on	retrouve			

Bilan	détaillé	pour	une	collision	(Bose-Einstein)	

j1 + j2 ⌦ j3 + j4 si E1 + E2 = E3 + E4

Nj1 Nj2 [1 +Nj3 ] [1 +Nj4 ] = Nj3 Nj4 [1 +Nj1 ] [1 +Nj2 ]Equilibre	si	:	

ou	encore	:	
Nj1

1 +Nj1

Nj2

1 +Nj2

=
Nj3

1 +Nj3

Nj4

1 +Nj4

g(E) = log


N(E)

1 +N(E)

�

g(E1) + g(E2) = g(E3) + g(E4) g(E) = aE + b�!

N(E)

1 +N(E)
= eaE+bce	qui	entraine																																								ou	encore	:	 N(E) =

1

e�(aE+b) � 1

Loi	de	Bose-Einstein	avec		 kBT = �1/a µ = �b/a
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2.	
	

La	condensa=on	de	Bose-Einstein	du	gaz	parfait	



La	satura=on	des	états	excités	

18	

Gaz	parfait	dans	une	boîte	de	taille L avec	des	condi=ons	
aux	limites	périodiques	:	

 p(r) =
1

L3/2
eip·r/~ Ep =

p2

2m
p =

2⇡~
L

n

E0

Ep

Occupa=on	de	l’état	d’impulsion						:		p N(p) =
1

e(Ep�µ)/kBT � 1

Pour	que	ceYe	expression	ait	un	sens	pour	toutes	les	impulsions,	il	faut		µ < E0 = 0

Comme	chaque												est	une	fonc=on	croissante	de					,	on	a	pour												:		N(p) <
1

eEp/kBT � 1
N(p) µ p 6= 0

Borne	supérieure	pour	la	popula=on	de	l’ensemble	des	états	excités	:	

N
exc

< N (max)

exc

(T ) =
X

p 6=0

1

eEp/kBT � 1
valable	en	toute	dimension	

N
exc
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La	satura=on	des	états	excités	(2)	

E0

Ep
N

exc

N
exc

< N (max)

exc

(T )

Si	on	met	dans	la	boîte	un	nombre	d’atomes								qui		
dépasse																					,	on	est	certain	qu’au	moins	
	
	
vont	s’accumuler	dans	l’état	fondamental	d’énergie		

N
N (max)

exc

(T )

N �N (max)

exc

(T )

E0 = 0

Expérience	de	Cambridge	:	atomes	de	87Rb	dans	une	boîte	lumineuse	cylindrique	
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We have observed the Bose-Einstein condensation of an atomic gas in the (quasi)uniform three-

dimensional potential of an optical box trap. Condensation is seen in the bimodal momentum distribution

and the anisotropic time-of-flight expansion of the condensate. The critical temperature agrees with the

theoretical prediction for a uniform Bose gas. The momentum distribution of a noncondensed quantum-

degenerate gas is also clearly distinct from the conventional case of a harmonically trapped sample and

close to the expected distribution in a uniform system. We confirm the coherence of our condensate in a

matter-wave interference experiment. Our experiments open many new possibilities for fundamental

studies of many-body physics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.200406 PACS numbers: 03.75.Hh, 67.85.!d

Ultracold Bose and Fermi atomic gases are widely used
as test beds of fundamental many-body physics [1].
Experimental tools such as Feshbach interaction reso-
nances [2], optical lattices [3], and synthetic gauge fields
[4] offer great flexibility for studies of outstanding prob-
lems arising in many areas, most commonly in condensed-
matter physics. However, an important difference between
‘‘conventional’’ many-body systems and ultracold gases is
that the former are usually spatially uniform whereas the
latter are traditionally produced in harmonic traps with no
translational symmetries.

Various methods have been developed to overcome this
problem and extract uniform-system properties from a
harmonically trapped sample [5–13], relying on the local
density approximation [5–11] or selective probing of a
small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the

non-condensed component and the thermodynamics of
condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
a uniform system, while being clearly distinct from the
conventional case of a harmonically trapped gas. We also
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the
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condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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demonstrate a simple experimental configuration for
trapped-atom interferometry and use it to confirm the
coherence of our quasi-uniform BEC.

Our setup for producing 87Rb condensates in a harmonic
potential is described elsewhere [16]; we create BECs in
the jF;mFi ¼ j2; 2i hyperfine ground state using a hybrid
magnetic-optical trap [17]. The dark optical trap [18,19]
that is central to this work is formed by three 532 nm laser
beams—a ‘‘tube’’ beam propagating along the x axis and
two ‘‘sheet’’ beams propagating along the y axis. The
green laser beams create a repulsive potential for the atoms
and confine them to the cylindrical dark region depicted in
red in Fig. 1(a). To create a uniform potential, we addi-
tionally cancel the gravitational force on the atoms at a
10"4 level, using a magnetic field gradient [16].

As outlined in Fig. 1(b), all three trapping beams are
created by reflecting a single Gaussian beam off a phase-
imprinting spatial light modulator with three superposed
phase patterns [20]. The tube beam is an optical vortex
created by imprinting a 24! phase winding on the incom-
ing beam [21], the sheet beams are created using
cylindrical-lens phase patterns, and the three outgoing
beams are deflected in different directions using phase
gradients. With a total laser power of P0 # 700 mW we
achieve a trap depth of V0 # kB $ 2 "K.

We evaporatively cool the gas in the harmonic trap down
to T # 120 nK, when the cloud size is similar to the size of
our optical box [see Fig. 1(c)] and kBT % V0. At this point
the gas is partially condensed, but the BEC is lost during
the transfer into the box trap, which is not perfectly adia-
batic. Over 1 s, we turn on the green light and then turn off
the harmonic trapping, capturing >80% of the atoms.

In Fig. 1(d) we show in-trap absorption images of the
cloud just before and just after the transfer into the box trap.
The images are taken along the y direction, using high-
intensity imaging [8,9,22] with a saturation parameter
I=Isat # 150. For each image, we show the line-density
profiles along x and z, obtained by integrating the image
along one direction. If a cylindrical box of length L and
radius R is filled perfectly uniformly, the density distribu-
tion along x is simply a top-hat function ofwidthL. Along z,
the line-of-sight integration results in ‘‘circular’’ column-

and line-density profiles,/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" ðz=RÞ2

p
. In the experimen-

tal images, the edges of the cloud are rounded off for two
reasons, both related to the diffraction limit of our optical
setup. First, the 1=e2 waist of the 532 nm trapping beams is
diffraction limited to# 3 "m, which leads to some round-
ing off of the potential bottom near the edges of the box.
Second, our imaging resolution is diffraction limited to
# 5 "m, making the cloud edges appear more smeared
out than they actually are. The green dashed lines in the
right panel of Fig. 1(d) are fits to the data based on a
perfectly uniform distribution convolved only with the
imaging point-spread function. The fits describe the data
well and giveL ¼ 63( 2 "m andR ¼ 15( 1 "m. These

values are consistent with the calculated separation of the
green walls, reduced by the diffraction-limited wall
thickness.
After the transfer into the box trap, the cloud contains

N # 6$ 105 atoms at T # 130 nK. From this point, we
cool the gas to below Tc by forced evaporative cooling in
the box trap. We lower the trapping power P in an expo-
nential ramp with a 0.5 s time constant, thus proportionally
reducing the power in all three trapping beams. Initially,
the trap depth is much larger than kBT, so significant
cooling occurs only for P & 0:5P0. At the end of the
evaporation, we always raise (over 0.5 s) the trapping
power back to P0 so that the cloud cooled to different
temperatures is always confined in the same potential.
Figure 2 qualitatively illustrates the effects of evapora-

tion and condensation in the box trap. We show images of
the cloud both in situ and after 50 ms of TOF expansion
from the trap.Whereas in a harmonic trap cooling results in
simultaneous real-space and momentum-space condensa-
tion, here it has no dramatic effects on the in-trap atomic
distribution. The density is gradually reduced by evapora-
tion, but the shape of the cloud does not reveal condensa-
tion. On the other hand, in momentum space (i.e., in TOF)
the effects of cooling are obvious and the signatures of
condensation are qualitatively the same as for a harmoni-
cally trapped gas—the momentum distribution becomes
bimodal and the BEC expands anisotropically, with its
aspect ratio inverting in TOF.
We now turn to a quantitative analysis of our degenerate

quasiuniform Bose gas. We assess the flatness of our trap-
ping potential and contrast the thermodynamics of con-
densation in our system with the case of a harmonically
trapped gas.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Evaporation and Bose-Einstein conden-
sation in the optical-box trap. Cooling is achieved by lowering
the trapping laser power P. We show absorption images taken
after 50 ms of TOF and in situ [insets, with same color scale as in
Fig. 1(d)]. The bottom panels show cuts through the momentum
distributions recorded in TOF. In contrast to the case of a
harmonic trap, no dramatic effects of cooling are observed
in situ. However, BEC is clearly seen in the bimodality of the
momentum distribution and the anisotropic expansion.
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We have observed the Bose-Einstein condensation of an atomic gas in the (quasi)uniform three-

dimensional potential of an optical box trap. Condensation is seen in the bimodal momentum distribution

and the anisotropic time-of-flight expansion of the condensate. The critical temperature agrees with the

theoretical prediction for a uniform Bose gas. The momentum distribution of a noncondensed quantum-

degenerate gas is also clearly distinct from the conventional case of a harmonically trapped sample and

close to the expected distribution in a uniform system. We confirm the coherence of our condensate in a

matter-wave interference experiment. Our experiments open many new possibilities for fundamental

studies of many-body physics.
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Ultracold Bose and Fermi atomic gases are widely used
as test beds of fundamental many-body physics [1].
Experimental tools such as Feshbach interaction reso-
nances [2], optical lattices [3], and synthetic gauge fields
[4] offer great flexibility for studies of outstanding prob-
lems arising in many areas, most commonly in condensed-
matter physics. However, an important difference between
‘‘conventional’’ many-body systems and ultracold gases is
that the former are usually spatially uniform whereas the
latter are traditionally produced in harmonic traps with no
translational symmetries.

Various methods have been developed to overcome this
problem and extract uniform-system properties from a
harmonically trapped sample [5–13], relying on the local
density approximation [5–11] or selective probing of a
small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the

non-condensed component and the thermodynamics of
condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
a uniform system, while being clearly distinct from the
conventional case of a harmonically trapped gas. We also
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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density approximation [5–11] or selective probing of a
small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the

non-condensed component and the thermodynamics of
condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
a uniform system, while being clearly distinct from the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the

non-condensed component and the thermodynamics of
condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
a uniform system, while being clearly distinct from the
conventional case of a harmonically trapped gas. We also
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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Le	cas	d’un	gaz	piégé	

Les	ingrédients	nécessaires	pour	la	satura=on		
du	nombre	d’atomes	occupant	les	états	excités	

•  Un	spectre	en	énergie	discret	 E0 < E1 < E2 < . . .

assuré	si	le	poten/el	de	confinement		
tend	vers	l’infini	à	grande	distance	

•  La	convergence	à	grande	énergie	de	la	somme	discrète	

en	pra/que,	toujours	vérifié	
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La	satura=on	dans	un	piège	harmonique	est-elle	observable?	

En	pra=que,	à	la	différence	de	la	boîte,	ceYe	satura=on	n’a	pas	été	observée	:		

•  	L’état	fondamental	est	localisé	dans	l’espace,	au	fond	du	puits	de	poten=el	

•  Si	un	nombre	significa=f	de	par=cules	s’accumulent	dans	cet	état	fondamental,	
					elles	créent	un	poten=el	répulsif	qui	augmente	le	nombre	de	satura=on	N (max)

exc
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lems arising in many areas, most commonly in condensed-
matter physics. However, an important difference between
‘‘conventional’’ many-body systems and ultracold gases is
that the former are usually spatially uniform whereas the
latter are traditionally produced in harmonic traps with no
translational symmetries.

Various methods have been developed to overcome this
problem and extract uniform-system properties from a
harmonically trapped sample [5–13], relying on the local
density approximation [5–11] or selective probing of a
small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the

non-condensed component and the thermodynamics of
condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
a uniform system, while being clearly distinct from the
conventional case of a harmonically trapped gas. We also
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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We have observed the Bose-Einstein condensation of an atomic gas in the (quasi)uniform three-

dimensional potential of an optical box trap. Condensation is seen in the bimodal momentum distribution

and the anisotropic time-of-flight expansion of the condensate. The critical temperature agrees with the

theoretical prediction for a uniform Bose gas. The momentum distribution of a noncondensed quantum-

degenerate gas is also clearly distinct from the conventional case of a harmonically trapped sample and

close to the expected distribution in a uniform system. We confirm the coherence of our condensate in a

matter-wave interference experiment. Our experiments open many new possibilities for fundamental

studies of many-body physics.
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Ultracold Bose and Fermi atomic gases are widely used
as test beds of fundamental many-body physics [1].
Experimental tools such as Feshbach interaction reso-
nances [2], optical lattices [3], and synthetic gauge fields
[4] offer great flexibility for studies of outstanding prob-
lems arising in many areas, most commonly in condensed-
matter physics. However, an important difference between
‘‘conventional’’ many-body systems and ultracold gases is
that the former are usually spatially uniform whereas the
latter are traditionally produced in harmonic traps with no
translational symmetries.

Various methods have been developed to overcome this
problem and extract uniform-system properties from a
harmonically trapped sample [5–13], relying on the local
density approximation [5–11] or selective probing of a
small central portion of the cloud [11–13]. Sometimes
harmonic trapping can even be advantageous, allowing
simultaneous mapping of uniform-system properties at
different (local) particle densities. On the other hand, in
many important situations local approaches are inherently
limiting, for example, for studies of critical behavior with
diverging correlation lengths. The possibility to directly
study a spatially uniform quantum-degenerate gas has thus
remained an important experimental challenge. So far,
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been
loaded into elongated [14] or toroidal [15] traps that are
uniform along only one direction while still harmonic
along the other two directions.

Here, we demonstrate the Bose-Einstein condensation of
an atomic gas in a three-dimensional (3D) (quasi)uniform
potential. We load an optical box trap depicted in Fig. 1(a)
with 87Rb atoms precooled in a harmonic trap and achieve
condensation by evaporative cooling in the box potential.
Below a critical temperature Tc " 90 nK, condensation is
seen in the emergence of a bimodal momentum distribu-
tion and the anisotropic time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
of the BEC. We characterize the flatness of our box poten-
tial and show that both the momentum distribution of the

non-condensed component and the thermodynamics of
condensation are close to the theoretical expectations for
a uniform system, while being clearly distinct from the
conventional case of a harmonically trapped gas. We also
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FIG. 1 (color online). Preparing a quasiuniform Bose gas.
(a) The optical-box trap is formed by one hollow tube beam and
two sheet beams creating a repulsive potential for the atoms. The
atomic cloud is confined to the dark (red) cylindrical region.
Gravitational force is canceled by a magnetic field gradient B0.
(b) The three trapping beams are created by reflecting a single
Gaussian beam off a phase-imprinting spatial light modulator.
(c) The atoms are loaded into the box trap after precooling in a
harmonic trap. (d) In situ images of the cloud just before (left) and
after (right) loading into the box and corresponding line-density
profiles along x (bottom plots) and z (side plots) directions. OD
stands for optical density; the line densities along x (z) are
obtained by integrating the images along z (x). The blue dashed
lines in the left panel are fits to the thermal component of the
harmonically trapped gas. Thegreendashed lines in the right panel
are fits based on the expected profiles for a uniform-density gas.
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3.	
	

La	condensa=on	à	la	limite	thermodynamique	



La	limite	d’une	boîte	infinie	

25	

E0

Ep
N

exc

On	prend	la	limite																				et			L ! 1 N ! 1

en	gardant	une	densité	spa=ale	constante	

3D	:		⇢ = N/L3

plus	généralement	en	d	dimensions:	 ⇢(d) = N/Ld

La	«	survie	»	du	phénomène	de	condensa=on	dépend	du	comportement	de	 N (max)

exc

Ld

•  tend	vers	une	limite	finie	:	la	CBE	survit	au	passage	à	la	limite	

•  tend	vers	l’infini	:	la	CBE	ne	se	produit	pas	à	la	limite	thermodynamique	

La	réponse	à	ceYe	ques=on	dépend	de	la	dimension	d	de	l’espace	accessible	



Condensa=on	de	Bose-Einstein	en	dimension	3	

Si	aucun	des	états	excité	n’introduit	une	singularité	(à	vérifier	a	posteriori)	:	

26	

⇢
exc

=
N

exc

L3

=
1

L3

X

p 6=0

N(p) ⇢
exc

=
1

L3

L3

(2⇡~)3

Z
N(p) d3p

Quand	on	prend	pour												la	valeur	maximale	possible																								,	on	
ob=ent	une	intégrale	convergente	

N(p) 1

eEp/kBT � 1

⇢max

exc

=
2.612

�3

T
�T =

p
2⇡ ~p
mkBT

2.612 = ⇣(3/2)

La	longueur	d’onde	thermique								représente	la	taille	typique	d’un	paquet		
d’ondes	à	la	température					.	La	densité	maximale	correspond	au	point	où		
le	recouvrement	entre	paquets	d’ondes	devient	significa=f		

�T

T

Dmax

exc

= 2.612

Autre	écriture	en	terme	de	la	densité	dans	l’espace	des	phases																			:		D = ⇢�3
T



Le	point	de	condensa=on	
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La	densité	maximale	autorisée	pour	les	états	excités	varie	comme	

⇢max

exc

=
2.612

�3

T

/ T 3/2

Loi	bien	vérifiée	expérimentalement	dans	le	piège	uniforme	de	Cambridge	

In a box trap, the BEC spreads over the same volume as
the thermal cloud, making the condensate density and the
total interaction energy much lower than in harmonically
trapped gases with similar atom numbers, temperatures,
and s-wave scattering length (a ≈ 5 nm for 87Rb). In all
our measurements, with condensed fractions up to 40%,
the interaction energy is ≲10% of the thermal energy.
We therefore expect the thermodynamics of our clouds
to be well described by ideal-gas theory.
We first study the critical atom number for condensation,

NcðTÞ, which also allows us to quantitatively characterize
our trap (see Fig. 2). Because of diffraction effects, the
optical trap walls cannot be infinitely steep. The resulting
small deviation from a perfectly uniform box can to
leading order be modeled by an effective high-power-
law potential, ∝ rn [17]. Defining α ¼ 3=2þ 3=n, the ther-
mal momentum distribution is given by the polylog
function gα−3=2, the density of states is ρðεÞ ∝ εα−1, and
we expect [21]

Nc ∝ Tα: (1)

To measure T and the number of thermal (N0) and con-
densed (N0) atoms, we image clouds after 50–70 ms of
time-of-flight (ToF) expansion from the trap. We vary T
by changing the evaporation sequence, and the total atom
number N by changing the initial loading of the trap. After
forced evaporation we always raise the trap depth to
U0 ∼ kB × 0.4 μK, where evaporation is negligible, and
hold the gas for another 1 s before ToF. We identify the
critical point with the appearance of small BECs, with
N0 ≲ 5000 [22].
Using Eq. (1) to determine the α value for our trap

requires some care, because extracting NcðTÞ from ToF
images relies on a polylog fitting function that itself

depends on α. To ensure our analysis is self-consistent,
we proceed as follows: We first fit all images using various
α values, αf, and get a separate NcðTÞ curve for each αf.
Then, fitting Nc ∝ Tαc to these curves as per Eq. (1), we get
αc for each αf. Finally, requiring αc ¼ αf for self-
consistency, we get 1.6≲ α ≲ 1.7; see the main panel
and bottom inset in Fig. 2 [23]. For the data analysis in
Figs. 3 and 4 below, we fix αf ¼ 1.65, corresponding
to n ¼ 20.
In a perfectly uniform potential, Nc ∝ VT3=2, where V is

the box volume. A small deviation of α from 3=2 corre-
sponds to a slight increase of the effective trapping volume
with temperature, V ∝ Tα−3=2, due to the noninfinite steep-
ness of the trap walls. From in situ images (as in Fig. 1), we
measure a ð20% 10Þ% increase in V between T ¼ 25 and
50 nK, which is consistent with our α.
Over the whole temperature range in Fig. 2, for the criti-

cal phase space density we get ρc ¼ Ncλ3=V ¼ 2.0% 0.2,
where λ ¼ ℏ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π=mkBT

p
is the thermal wavelength and m

is the atomic mass. Theoretically, we expect ρc ≈ 2.4,
including a finite-size correction [24] to the thermody-
namic-limit ρc ≈ 2.612 [21]. This small discrepancy is
within our systematic uncertainties of 10% in Nc and
20% in V [25,26].
While in the above we were careful to characterize the

small deviation of our trap from an ideal box, we note that
simply assuming a perfectly homogeneous gas of constant
volume leads to very small errors. This is shown in the top
inset in Fig. 2, where we fix both αf and αc to 3=2 and the
fit of NcðTÞ is still very good.
We now turn to the study of partially condensed clouds.

In Fig. 3, we show the evolution of the thermal atom num-
ber as N is increased beyond Nc and a BEC forms. In
Einstein’s ideal-gas picture of condensation, N0 saturates
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FIG. 2 (color online). Critical point for condensation. A power-
law fit, Nc ∝ Tαc , gives αc ≈ αf ¼ 1.65 (see the text). Bottom
inset: Within errors, αc ¼ αf (solid line) is satisfied for
1.6≲ αf ≲ 1.7. Top inset: Comparison with theory of a perfectly
homogeneous gas, with fixed αc ¼ αf ¼ 3=2.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Saturation of the thermal component in a
partially condensed gas. In the box trap the gas follows the ideal-
gas prediction N0 ¼ Nc, whereas in the harmonic trap the thermal
component is strongly nonsaturated. The dashed red line shows
the theoretical prediction for the harmonic trap. (For the har-
monic-trap data, T ≈ 110 nK and Nc ≈ 65 × 103.)
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A	30	nK,	la	densité	cri=que	est	de	2	atomes/microns3		
Energie	d’interac=on	inférieure	à	1nK	(cf.	chap.	3)	

�T =

p
2⇡ ~p
mkBT



Formula=on	en	terme	de	densité	d’états	

U=lisa=on	de	l’énergie	plutôt	que	l’impulsion	pour	paramétrer	le	problème		
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L’existence	de	la	condensa=on	se	ramène	à	la	convergence	de	l’intégrale	en		E = 0

⇢(3)(E) =
L3

4⇡2

✓
2m

~2

◆3/2

E+1/2avec	à	3D:	

⇢(d)
ex

=
1

Ld

Z
+1

0

dE ⇢(E)
1

eE/kBT � 1

1

Ld

X

p

. . . �! 1

Ld

✓
L

2⇡~

◆d Z
ddp . . . �! 1

Ld

Z
dE ⇢(d)(E) . . .

⇡ kBT

E

Cas	fréquent	:		 ⇢(E) / E↵ condensa=on	si	et	seulement	si		 ↵ > 0



Le	cas	des	dimensions	réduites	

Boite	uniforme	à	une	et	deux	dimensions	:		
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⇢(E) / E�1/2

⇢(E) / E0

1D	

2D	

pas	de	condensa<on	à	la	limite	thermodynamique	pour	le	gaz	parfait	

E

E = 0
1D	 3D	



Le	cas	du	piège	harmonique	

Le	piège	harmonique	1D	:	niveaux	équidistants,	non	dégénérés	
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Ej = (j + 1)~! ⇢(1)(E) =
1

~!
/ E0 pas	de	condensa=on	à		

la	limite	thermodynamique	

Limite	thermodynamique	:		

N ! +1, ! ! 0 N!d
constant

revient	à	garder	la	densité	centrale	constante	

Le	piège	harmonique	2D	ou	3D	:	niveaux	équidistants	avec	une	dégénérescence	
qui	croît	comme							ou				j j2

⇢(2)(E) / E ⇢(3)(E) / E2 :	condensa=on	à	la	limite		
		thermodynamique	

!



4.	
	

La	condensa=on	de	Bose-Einstein	au	delà	du	gaz	parfait	

31	



Le	rôle	des	interac=ons	

Les	interac=ons	peuvent	déformer	considérablement	l’état	d’équilibre		
du	gaz	par	rapport	à	l’état	fondamental	à	une	par=cule	
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Boîte	à	une	dimension	avec	des	condi=ons	aux	limites	de	Dirichlet	:			 (0) =  (L) = 0

Etat	fondamental	à	une	par=cule	:	  0(x) / sin(⇡x/L)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0

0.5

1

1.5

2 G = 0
G = 30

sin2(⇡x/L)

Solu=on	d’énergie	minimale		
de	l’équa=on	de	
Gross-Pitaevskii	(chap.	3)	

Quand	c’est	le	cas,	rechercher	l’accumula/on	de	la	popula/on	dans		
l’état	fondamental	à	une	par/cule	ne	présente	pas	d’intérêt	par/culier.		



L’opérateur	densité	à	un	corps	

L’état	du	gaz	en	interac=on	est	caractérisé	par	son	opérateur	densité		
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On	définit	l’opérateur	densité	à	un	corps	en	prenant	la	trace	par=elle		
sur	N - 1 par=cules	

⇢̂

⇢̂1 = N Tr2,...,N (⇢̂)

Par	exemple,	en	point	de	vue	posi=on	:	

hr0|⇢̂1|ri = N

Z
d3r2 . . . d3rN hr1 = r0, r2, . . . , rN | ⇢̂ |r1 = r, r2, . . . , rN i

Expression	dans	le	formalisme	de	la	seconde	quan=fica=on	:		
hr0|⇢̂1|ri = Tr

⇣
 ̂†(r)  ̂(r0) ⇢̂

⌘
 ̂(r) détruit	une	par=cule	au	point		r

Cet	opérateur	permet	de	calculer	la	moyenne	de	toutes	les	observables	à	une	par=cule	:	
																				distribu/on	spa/ale,	fluctua/ons	de	phase,	distribu/on	en	impulsion	
	
Il	ne	donne	pas	accès	aux	corréla=ons	entre	par=cules,	comme	les	fluctua=ons	de	densité	



Le	critère	de	Penrose-Onsager	

L’opérateur	densité	à	un	corps								est	hermi=en	et	posi=f	

34	

•  Il	est	diagonalisable	

•  Ses	valeurs	propres									sont	réelles,	posi=ves	ou	nulles	

•  La	trace	de	l’opérateur	est	égale	à						,	donc	:	 Tr (⇢̂1) =
X

j

⇧j = NN

⇧j

⇢̂1

On	note							la	plus	grande	valeur	propre	⇧0

Il	y	a	condensa=on	si	et	seulement	si	:		⇧0 ⇠ O(N) quand N ! 1

⇧0 :	frac=on	condensée	



La	fonc=on	d’onde	du	condensat	
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On	note												la	fonc=on	propre	de							associée	à	sa	plus	grande	valeur	propre	 0(r) ⇢̂1 ⇧0

⇢̂1  0(r) = ⇧0  0(r)

:	fonc=on	d’onde	du	condensat	 0(r)

Plusieurs	états																					sont	alors	macroscopiquement	peuplés	

Il	peut	arriver	que	quelques	valeurs	propres																												soient	d’ordre								
à	la	limite	thermodynamique	

⇧0,⇧1,⇧2, . . . N

 0, 1, 2

Situa/on	que	l’on	rencontre	rarement	en	pra/que	(possible	avec	des	gaz	spineurs)	



Ordre	à	longue	portée	

Revenons	à	la	boîte	avec	des	condi=ons	aux	limites	périodiques	

36	

L’invariance	par	transla=on	entraîne	que	la	fonc=on	du	condensat	(quand	il	existe)		
est	toujours	la	fonc=on	d’onde	uniforme	même	en	présence	d’interac=ons	

 0(r) =
1

L3/2

Dém:		 [⇢̂, P̂ ] = 0 avec											impulsion	totale	:	P̂ P̂ =
NX

j=1

p̂j

hp0
1, . . . ,p

0
N |⇢̂|p1, . . . ,pN i 6= 0 seulement	si		

NX

j=1

pj =
NX

j=1

p0
j

Quand	on	prend	la	trace	par=elle	sur																	par=cules	:	

hp0|⇢̂1|pi = �(p� p0) N(p)

N � 1
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Ordre	à	longue	portée	(2)	

Evaluons	alors	les	éléments	de	matrice	de										en	point	de	vue	posi=on	⇢̂1

G1(r
0 � r) = hr0|⇢̂1|ri ⇢̂1 =

X

j

⇧j | jih j |avec		

hr0| ⇢̂1 |ri = ⇧0  0(r
0)  ⇤

0(r) +
X

j 6=0

⇧j  j(r
0)  ⇤

j (r)

En	isolant	la	contribu=on	de	la	seule	valeur	propre	peuplée	macroscopiquement,		
on	trouve	

=
⇧0

L3
+

X

j 6=0

⇧j  j(r
0)  ⇤

j (r)

superposi=on	d’un	grand		
nombre	de	termes	oscillants	

lim
|r�r0|!1

G1(r, r
0) =

⇧0

L3
:	ordre	non	diagonal	à	longue	portée	



Fonc=on								et	distribu=on	en	impulsion	

Dans	le	cas	uniforme,																																							ne	dépend	que	de	la	différence		
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Dans	le	cas	général,	on	ob=ent	une	rela=on	similaire	avec	une	double	intégrale	:	

G1

N(p) = hp|⇢̂1|pi

=

ZZ
hp|r0i hr0|⇢̂1|ri hr|pi d3r0 d3r

=

Z
G1(u) e

�iu·p/~ d3u

G1(r, r
0) = hr0|⇢̂1|ri

et															sont	transformées	de	Fourier	l’une	de	l’autre	(même	en	présence	d’interac=ons)	N(p) G1(u)

N(p) =
1

L3

ZZ
G1

⇣
R� u

2
,R+

u

2

⌘
e�iu·p/~ d3u d3R

L’ordre	non	diagonal	à	longue	portée	entraîne	qu’il	y	a	un	pic	de	Dirac											dans			�(p) N(p)

u = r0 � r



En	résumé	

Cas	du	gaz	parfait	
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Premier	jalon	pour	l’étude	d’un	gaz	en	interac<on	

Lien	entre	l’ordre	à	longue	portée	et	la	distribu=on	en	impulsion	

•  Origine	de	la	sta=s=que	de	Bose-Einstein	

•  Satura=on	des	états	excités		
toujours	vraie	pour	un	système	de	taille	finie	

dépend	de	la	dimensionalité	et	du	confinement	
à	la	limite	thermodynamique	


